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The Body Is Sacrament
The Body is Sacrament is an investigation into the East vs West dichotomy as a paradigm that supports imperialism and nationalism. Placing
together the works of four American artists–Calli Roche, Catalina Ouyang,
Harry Gould Harvey, and Nathaniel Oliver–this show will explore the way
in which hierarchical social structures, such as class, race, gender, and
ability, systematically divorce certain Americans from their own Western
identity. At the same time, however, the East provides no relief for such
marginalized people. The Body is Sacrament will dig deeper at this geographical and cultural binary in order to understand the ways in which the
East, as well as the West, becomes an oppressive construct that serve
to maintain control over citizens of nation states. The East gets rendered as the esoteric opposite of the West, in which the sacred is treated
as science. In turn, the West enforces a seemingly empirical ethics of
the enlightenment. By exploring these ideas, KJ Freeman is interested in
searching for solace beyond the confines and indoctrination of Western
ethics. Elements of sadomasochism that prop these systems at large seep
into the works of Calli Roche and Catalina Ouyong. These artists’ use
of leather, fabric, wax and discarded ephemera signal a cathartic purge
that transform raw material into biblical-like relics. Harry Gould Harvey’s
constellation of systems of divinity echo these sentiments, while Nathaniel Oliver’s attention to Creole deities and Afro-futurist imagery, paints
the architecture of jazz as a sonic practice that is at once mathematical and mythical, deeply rooted in ancient African spiritual practices that
predate the problematic division of the globe. KJ’s approach to curation
is holistic and driven by an overarching need to frame and highlight the
unseen.
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